The Saccharomyces cerevisiae C-type cyclin and its cyclin-dependent kinase (Cdk8p) repress the transcription of several stress response genes. To relieve this repression, cyclin C is destroyed in cells exposed to reactive oxygen species (ROS). This report describes the requirement of cyclin C destruction for the cellular response to ROS. Compared to wild type, deleting cyclin C makes cells more resistant to ROS while its stabilization reduces viability. The Slt2p MAP kinase cascade mediates cyclin C destruction in response to ROS treatment but not heat shock. This destruction pathway is important as deleting cyclin C suppresses the hypersensitivity of slt2 mutants to oxidative damage. The ROS hypersensitivity of an slt2 mutant correlates with elevated programmed cell death as determined by TUNEL assays. Consistent with the viability studies, the elevated TUNEL signal is reversed in cyclin C mutants. Finally, two results suggest that cyclin C regulates programmed cell death independently of its function as a transcriptional repressor. First, deleting its corepressor CDK8 does not suppress the slt2 hypersensitivity phenotype. Second, the human cyclin C, which does not repress transcription in yeast, does regulate ROS sensitivity. These findings demonstrate a new role for the Slt2p MAP kinase cascade in protecting the cell from programmed cell death through cyclin C destruction.
N ATURAL antioxidants such as the free radical scavengers glutathione and catalase usually exist in balance with reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced as a by-product of oxidative phosphorylation (reviewed in (Gate et al. 1999) . Acute oxidative damage, commonly referred to as oxidative stress, results when this balance is perturbed by the introduction of compounds such as heavy metals or hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ) that stimulates free radical production. In response to oxidative stress, genes encoding antioxidants or free radical scavengers are induced to counter the damage caused by reactive oxygen. Cells can respond to oxidative stress by arresting cell cycle progression until the damage is repaired. Alternatively, oxidative damage can elicit programmed cell death (PCD) or apoptosis during which the cell undergoes a series of events leading to nuclear fragmentation and loss of membrane integrity (reviewed in Jiang and Wang 2004) . Programmed cell death appears to be a highly conserved process extending from mammals to fungi (Skulachev 2002) . For example, execution of the apoptotic program requires the activation of a class of proteases termed caspases (Green and Kroemer 2004) . Although several caspases have been identified in human cells, only one has been found in yeast (Madeo et al. 2002) , suggesting that the system governing PCD may be less complex in lower organisms.
In budding yeast, the induction of oxidative stress responsive genes requires the activation of well-studied transcription factors, including heat shock factor (Liu and Thiele 1996) , Yap1p (Stephen et al. 1995) , Rlm1p (Watanabe et al. 1995) , and Msn2p/Msn4p (MartinezPastor et al. 1996) . These factors are effectors of signal transduction networks that transmit a particular signal to the nucleus (Gustin et al. 1998) . For example, exposure to ROS stimulates the Slt2p/Mpk1p MAP kinase pathway (Alic et al. 2003; Vilella et al. 2005) , which in turn activates Rlm1p (Dodou and Treisman 1997; Staleva et al. 2004) . Similarly, the osmolarity sensing MAP kinase Hog1p targets the transcription factors Hot1p and Msn2p/Msn4p (Rep et al. 1999; Alepuz et al. 2001 Alepuz et al. , 2003 . However, multiple pathways can be activated by a single stress as the Fus1p mating response MAP kinase also responds to ROS (Staleva et al. 2004) .
In addition to transcription factor activation, the removal of repressor function is also required for stress gene induction. Two transcriptional repressors, cyclin C (also known as UME3/SRB11) (Liao et al. 1995; Cooper 1 et al. 1997 ) and the protein kinase that it activates (Cdk8, also known as UME5/SRB10) (Surosky et al. 1994) , inhibit the transcription of several stress response genes (Cooper et al. 1997; Holstege et al. 1998) . Unlike Rlm1p, which binds a specific promoter element, cyclin C-Cdk8 associates with the RNA polymerase II holoenzyme (Kuchin et al. 1995; Liao et al. 1995; Tassan et al. 1995; Maldonado et al. 1996; . To relieve cyclin C-Cdk8 repression, the cyclin is destroyed in response to a subset of some (e.g., heat shock, oxidative stress) but not all (e.g., hyper-, hypotonic medium) stressors (Cooper et al. 1997 . Heat and oxidative stress-induced destruction of cyclin C occurs via multiple pathways. For example, three separate cisacting regions that are required for cyclin destruction in response to heat shock have been defined (Cooper et al. 1997) . However, only one of these regions, defined by two single amino acid substitutions (A110V or E170K), is necessary for oxidative stress-induced destruction (Cooper et al. 1997) .
ROS-induced cyclin C destruction also requires the conserved signaling molecule phospholipase C (Plc1p) ) and the nuclear factor Ask10p (Cohen et al. 2003) . In this study, we report that cyclin C destruction is an important component of the oxidative stress response pathway. Deleting cyclin C protects the cell from ROS while a stabilized allele induces hypersensitivity. The MAP kinase Slt2p/Mpk1p mediates the ROS-induced cyclin C destruction. Mutating SLT2 protects cyclin C from degradation following H 2 O 2 treatment while ectopic activation of this pathway triggers cyclin destruction in the absence of stress. This degradation pathway is important for viability as slt2D mutants display an elevated PCD response following H 2 O 2 treatment that is suppressed by deleting cyclin C. Interestingly, genetic studies indicate that cyclin C controls ROS sensitivity independently of its role as a transcriptional repressor. These results indicate that Stl2p plays a prosurvival role by directing the destruction of cyclin C, thus protecting the cell from ROS-induced PCD.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains, growth conditions, and plasmids: Yeast strains used in these studies (Table 1) were derived from the W303 background strain RSY10 (Strich et al. 1989 ) unless otherwise indicated. The use of cyclin C and Cdk8p to indicate Srb11/ Ume3p and Srb10/Ume5p, respectively, follows the guidelines established to unify the nomenclature for components of the RNA polymerase II mediator complex (Bourbon et al. 2004) . Yeast culture conditions have been described previously (Cooper et al. 1997) . Gene disruptions indicated in this article were constructed by homologous recombination (Longtine et al. 1998) . pLR101 and pLR102 contain a single myc-epitopetagged wild type or the A110V mutant allele of cyclin C, respectively, under the control of the ADH1 promoter (Cooper et al. 1997) inserted into the single-copy plasmid pRS315 (Sikorski and Hieter 1989) . The BCK1-20 expression plasmid and the kinase dead mutant of SLT2 (p2119) was provided by D. Levin, Johns Hopkins University. A single amino terminal HA-epitope-tagged derivative of the human cyclin C was constructed by inserting the cDNA (a gift from S. Reed, Scripts Instruments) in frame with the HA epitope (12CA5) in pJTMCS (a gift from T. Yen, Fox Chase Cancer Center). The tagged cDNA was placed under the control of the ADH1 promoter on a single-copy plasmid to form pKC409.
Stress protocols and analyses: Heat shock and oxidative stress time-course experiments were conducted and cyclin C was visualized by Western blot analysis as previously described (Cooper et al. 1997 . Plate assays were conducted with freshly prepared complete minimal plates with or without H 2 O 2 as indicated in this article. Midlog-phase cells (5 3 10 6 cells/ml) were lightly sonicated, counted, and then serially diluted (1:10) in water. The dilutions were then spotted onto the plates and incubated at 23°for 3 days before being photographed.
PCD assays: The PCD assays were conducted exactly as described previously (Madeo et al. 2002) . TdT-mediated dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) assays were conducted per the manufacturer's instructions with spheroplasted cells prepared as described (Guacci et al. 1997) . The percentage of TUNELpositive nuclei were calculated from at least 200 cells from two to three separate experiments.
Cyclin C-Cdk8 modeling: To model the cyclin C-Cdk8p complex, the closest homologous complex of known structure was first identified as a template for model building using PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al. 1997) to search the nonredundant protein sequence database (Wheeler et al. 2003) . A positionspecific substitution matrix (PSSM) was constructed using both cyclin C and Cdk8p as query sequences. PSI-BLAST was run for 12 rounds and the PSSM was saved after each round. These matrices were used to search a database of sequences of known structure from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al. 2000) . A 2.2-Å crystal structure of Cyclin A and CDK2 was identified (PDB entry 1QMZ) (Brown et al. 1999) as homologous to the cyclin C-Cdk8 complex with sequence identities of 16% (E-value 5.0 3 10 ÿ66 ) and 32% (E-value 1.0 3 10 ÿ78 ), respectively. The alignments were edited by hand upon visual examination of the known structure in light of the alignment. Some gaps were moved into loop regions of the structure, if they were located within regular secondary structure units. Sidechain conformations for the model were built from the known backbone coordinates from the crystal structure and the sequence alignments with the program SCWRL (Canutescu et al. 2003) . SCWRL uses a backbone-dependent rotamer library (Dunbrack and Cohen 1997; Dunbrack 2002) to place side chains with the lowest energy with respect to the local backbone conformation and takes account of steric interactions between side chains and between side chains and the backbone. Loops with gaps in the sequence alignment were built with the program MODELLER (Sali and Blundell 1993) . SCWRL was used to rebuild the side chains on the structure built by MODELLER.
RESULTS
The Pkc1p-directed MAP kinase cascade mediates ROS-induced destruction of cyclin C: Previous studies from this laboratory found that the oxidative stressdependent phosphorylation of Ask10p, a cyclin C interacting protein, requires the redundant Pkc1p-directed MAP kinase kinases (or MEKs) Mkk1p and Mkk2p (Cohen et al. 2003 ; Figure 1A ). Since Ask10p is required for efficient ROS-induced destruction of cyclin C, we asked whether this signal transduction cascade is also involved. A cyclin C-myc expression construct was introduced into wild-type (BCK1) and null (bck1D) strains. Bck1p is the MEK kinase that activates the redundant MEKs Mkk1p and Mkk2p ( Figure 1A ). Both cultures were grown to midlog phase and subjected to oxidative stress (see materials and methods for details). As previously reported , Western blots of immunoprecipitates revealed that cyclin C-myc levels were reduced in the wild-type strain following treatment with H 2 O 2 ( Figure 1B ). However, cyclin C was stabilized in the bck1D strain even 4 hr following H 2 O 2 treatment. This degree of stabilization is significantly more robust than that observed in the ask10D mutant (Cohen et al. 2003) . These findings suggest that Ask10p is only part of the ROS cyclin C regulatory pathway while the Pkc1p MAP kinase cascade transduces the major oxidative stress destruction signal for cyclin C.
To determine if activation of the Pkc1p MAP kinase cascade is sufficient to induce cyclin C degradation, a constitutively active allele of BCK1 (BCK1-20; Lee and Levin 1992) was employed. A plasmid harboring this allele was introduced into the wild-type strain just described and cyclin C levels were monitored in midlog cultures in the absence of stress. Cyclin C levels were markedly reduced in the strain containing BCK1-20 vs.
the BCK1 wild-type allele ( Figure 1C ). These findings indicate that Bck1p is both necessary and sufficient to trigger cyclin C destruction. To determine whether Bck1p was functioning through the established Pkc1p MAP kinase cascade, cyclin C levels were examined in an mkk1 mkk2 double mutant expressing Bck1-20p. Mkk1p and Mkk2p normally transmit the Bck1p signal to the Slt2p MAP kinase (see Figure 1A ). This experiment revealed that Mkk1p and Mkk2p are required for Bck1-20p-induced destruction of cyclin C ( Figure 1D ). These results indicate that the Pkc1p-directed MAP kinase pathway is required to transmit the ROS cyclin C destruction signal.
Slt2p is not required for heat-shock-induced destruction of cyclin C: The Slt2p MAP kinase module is activated in response to heat shock (Kamada et al. 1995) . Therefore, we next determined whether this pathway contributes to the previously described heat-induced destruction of cyclin C (Cooper et al. 1997) . The wild-type and slt2D strains described above were grown to midlog phase at 30°and then subjected to heat shock (37°) (see materials and methods for details). Interestingly, Western blots of immunoprecipitates revealed that cyclin C degradation occurred with similar kinetics in the wildtype and slt2D strains (Figure 2A ). Similar results were obtained for bck1 mutant strains (data not shown). These results indicate that Slt2p is not required for the rapid degradation of cyclin C in cells subjected to heat stress. To verify that Slt2p is required for ROS-induced cyclin C destruction, this experiment was repeated except that the cultures were exposed to H 2 O 2 (0.4 mm). As expected, these experiments revealed that Slt2p was required for the ROS-induced destruction of cyclin C ( Figure 2B ). Finally, to determine if the kinase activity of Slt2p was required for oxidative stress-induced destruction of cyclin C, a kinase dead derivative of Slt2p (K54R) was introduced into the slt2D null strain. Similar to the vector control, expression of the kinase dead version of Slt2p failed to restore normal degradation of cyclin C following H 2 O 2 exposure ( Figure 2C ). Taken together, these results may suggest that Slt2p activation by heat shock and ROS is recognized differently by the cell. Alternatively, heat shock may induce more pathways that function in parallel with Slt2p to destroy cyclin C (see discussion).
Cyclin C destruction regulates sensitivity to oxidative stress: A recent study demonstrated that slt2D mutants were hypersensitive to an oxidized lipid (Alic et al. 2003) . Since Slt2p is required for cyclin C destruction following oxidative stress, we examined the impact of altering cyclin C levels on H 2 O 2 sensitivity with and without SLT2. Midlog-phase cultures of isogenic wildtype and slt2D strains were diluted serially 1:10 and spotted on complete minimal medium containing H 2 O 2 (0.2 mm). As reported previously (Alic et al. 2003) , the slt2D mutant was 50-to 100-fold more sensitive to oxidative stress compared to the wild-type control ( Figure  3A) . To investigate the physiological relevance of Slt2p-dependent cyclin C destruction, the sensitivity of a strain deleted for both cyclin C and SLT2 was assayed. The rationale for this experiment was that if an important function of Slt2p is triggering cyclin C destruction, then eliminating cyclin C should restore normal viability to the slt2D mutant. Indeed, deleting cyclin C suppressed the growth defect of slt2D mutants on H 2 O 2 plates. Interestingly, the double mutant, as well as the cyclin C single mutant strain, exhibited enhanced resistance to oxidative stress compared to wild type. This effect was more evident as the H 2 O 2 concentration increased ( Figure 3A ). Taken together, these findings indicate that Slt2p-mediated destruction of cyclin C is important for maintaining cell viability in response to ROS damage. Wild-type SLT2 (RSY10) and isogenic null mutant slt2D (RSY1057) expressing myc-cyclin C were subjected to heat shock (37°) for the times indicated (in minutes). mycCyclin C levels were determined as in Figure 1 . Tub1p serves as a loading control. The asterisk indicates a nonspecific crossreacting protein with the myc Mab. (B) The cultures described in A were grown to midlog phase and then exposed to H 2 O 2 treatment (0.4 mm) for the indicated times (in hours) and myc-cyclin C levels were determined as before. (C) The slt2D strain (RSY1057) expressing myc-cyclin C was transformed with the stl2 K54R kinase dead allele of SLT2 or vector control. An oxidative stress time course was conducted and cyclin C levels were visualized as described in B.
Figure 3.-Cyclin C stability regulates oxidative stressinduced cell death. (A) Log-phase cultures of the indicated genotype were serially diluted (1:10) and plated onto complete minimal medium without (control) or with (right panels) H 2 O 2 as indicated. Strains used were (top to bottom) RSY10, RSY391, RSY1057, and RSY1007. Plates were incubated at 23°for 3 days and then photographed. (B) Wild-type strain RSY10 was transformed with either the myc-cyclin C (pLR101) or the myc-cyclin C A110V (pLR102)-expressing plasmids. The cultures were grown to midlog phase and treated as described in A except that the minimal medium used selected for plasmid maintenance.
The findings just presented are consistent with a model that Slt2p-dependent destruction of cyclin C is important for cell survival in response to oxidative stress. However, the relationship between these observations may not be direct. To further test the relationship between cyclin C destruction and cell viability following ROS treatment, we took advantage of a mutation in cyclin C described in an earlier report. This mutation consists of a single amino acid substitution (A110V) that stabilizes cyclin C in response to ROS . In addition, this mutant is fully active as determined by repression assays and its ability to associate with Cdk8p in vivo . The cyclin C and A110V expression constructs were introduced into a wild-type strain. Cultures were grown to midlog phase and then serially diluted and plated onto minimal medium selecting for the plasmid either containing H 2 O 2 (0.4 mm) or not. These experiments revealed an 10-fold reduction in viability in the culture expressing the stabilized allele of cyclin C ( Figure 3B) . No difference in plating efficiency was observed on the control plate, indicating that cyclin C A110V expression is not inherently toxic to the cell. These experiments revealed that loss of cyclin C activity protected the cell from ROS-induced cell death while preventing its destruction made strains hypersensitive. We therefore conclude that cyclin C regulation is an important component of the cellular response to oxidative stress.
The Pkc1p MAP kinase cascade targets cyclin C destruction through the element defined by the A110V mutation: Previous studies have found that the ROSinduced degradation of cyclin C requires a cis-acting element defined by the A110V mutation. To determine if the Slt2p destruction signal operates through the putative A110 element, the BCK1-20 constitutively active allele was again employed. Cultures expressing a cyclin C derivative mutated at A110 (cyclin C A110V ) and either the wild-type BCK1 gene or the BCK1-20 allele was harvested in midlog phase in the absence of stress. Extracts were prepared and cyclin C A110V levels were determined by Western blot analysis. Unlike the wild-type cyclin C ( Figure 1C ), cyclin C A110V steady-state levels were not altered in the presence of Bck1-20p ( Figure 4A ). These results indicate that Slt2p functions through the element defined by the A110 residue. Slt2p protects the cell from H 2 O 2 -induced programmed cell death through cyclin C destruction: Similar to mammalian cells, exposing yeast to ROS can initiate caspase-dependent PCD characterized by nuclear fragmentation, phosphatidyl serine accessibility, and the appearance of double-strand breaks (Madeo et al. 2002) . First, we repeated these experiments in our strain background and found that H 2 O 2 exposure did induce double-strand breaks as determined by TUNEL assays ( Figure 5A ). Next, we determined whether the Slt2p-cyclin C pathway regulated PCD following oxidative damage. Samples were taken from midlog wild-type, bck1D, and cycCD mutant cultures both before and following treatment with H 2 O 2 (0.4 mm; see materials and methods for details). These samples were examined for the acquisition of double-strand breaks by TUNEL assays. No TUNEL signal was observed in the cultures prior to oxidative stress (see Figure 5B , top left). Following exposure to H 2 O 2 , 35% 6 1% of wild-type nuclei were TUNEL positive (see materials and methods for details). Interestingly, bck1D mutants displayed an elevated percentage of TUNEL-positive cells (70 6 6) compared to wild type. Conversely, the cyclin C mutant exhibited a reduction in H 2 O 2 -induced double-strand breaks (13% 6 2%, Figure 4B , bottom right). The appearance of TUNEL-positive cells correlated with the viability studies presented in Figure 3 . As expected, an elevated TUNEL Cultures were harvested at midlog phase in the absence of stress. myc-cyclin C A110V levels were determined as in Figure 1 . Tub1p serves as the loading control. Mab, myc monoclonal antibody used during immunoprecipitations, which is cross reactive with the secondary antibody used to develop the myc-cyclin C signal. (B) A space-filling model of cyclin C (white) and Cdk8p (shaded) is presented (see materials and methods for details). The arrows indicate the predicted locations of residues Ala110 and Glu170.
Slt2p Regulates Cyclin C Destructionsignal was also observed in the slt2D mutant ( Figure 5C ). Finally, the viability studies described in Figure 3 would predict that an slt2D cycCD double mutant would exhibit a TUNEL profile more similar to the cycCD single mutant. This was indeed the case as the cycCD slt2D double mutant exhibited a reduced TUNEL signal compared to the sltD single mutant ( Figure 5C ). These results indicate that Bck1p and cyclin C regulate programmed cell death but in opposite ways. Slt2p protects the cell from programmed cell death by mediating cyclin C destruction. Failure to destroy cyclin C, either in an slt2D mutant or through a stabilizing mutation, results in reduced ROS-induced PCD.
Separation of Cdk8p and cyclin C functions: The previous section suggested a positive correlation between increased H 2 O 2 -induced PCD and hypersensitivity in slt2 mutants. To explore this relationship further, we tested whether preventing programmed cell death by deleting the MCA1 caspase (Madeo et al. 2002) would rescue the slt2 hypersensitivity phenotype. H 2 O 2 sensitivity was tested using the plate assay described above. As observed in an earlier study (Madeo et al. 2002) , the mca1D single mutant displayed a four-to fivefold decrease in H 2 O 2 sensitivity compared to the wild type ( Figure 6 ). A modest but consistent increase in viability was observed with the slt2D mca1D double mutant compared to the slt2D mutant alone. These results indicate that Mca1p function is required for the ROS hypersensitivity observed in slt2D mutants. However, this suppression did not restore wild-type viability as observed when cyclin C was deleted ( Figure 4A ). These results suggest that cyclin C may regulate cell survival through both Mca1-dependent and -independent pathways.
One possible explanation for the ability of cyclin C mutants to completely suppress the H 2 O 2 hypersensitivity associated with the slt2D allele is its role as a transcriptional repressor. Loss of cyclin C activity derepresses several stress-response genes, including catalase and several protein chaperones (Cooper et al. 1997; Holstege et al. 1998) . Therefore, elevated levels of these proteins would reduce intercellular ROS concentrations or protect proteins from H 2 O 2 -induced damage. To test this possibility, the ability of a CDK8 null allele (cdk8D) to suppress slt2D H 2 O 2 hypersensitivity was tested. Mutants lacking Cdk8p phenocopy cycCD strains with respect to transcriptional repression assays and meiotic phenotypes (Strich et al. 1989; Surosky et al. 1994; Cooper and Strich 2002) . Surprisingly, deleting CDK8 did not restore normal growth to slt2D mutants growing on 0.2 mm H 2 O 2 ( Figure 6 ). These results indicate that cyclin C regulates H 2 O 2 sensitivity and programmed cell death through a mechanism independent of Cdk8p activation.
The human cyclin C regulates the ROS response in yeast: The differences between cycCD slt2D and cdk8D slt2D sensitivity to ROS could be due to an intrinsic property of cyclin C that is independent of its role in activating Cdk8p. To explore this possibility, we obtained the human cyclin C (HcycC) cDNA (a gift from Wild-type (RSY10), mca1D (RSY1046), slt2D (RSY1057), mca1D slt2D (RSY1023), and cdk8D slt2D (RSY1021) midlog cultures were harvested and tested for sensitivity to H 2 O 2 as described in Figure 3. S. Reed, Scripts Instruments) and fused the coding region to a single HA epitope (see materials and methods for details). This fusion gene was placed under the control of the ADH1 promoter and introduced into yeast via transformation. A signal of the appropriate molecular weight (33 kDa) was detected in the HcycC-HA transformant but not in the vector control ( Figure  7A) . A previous study found that HcycC cannot substitute for the yeast cyclin with respect to its transcriptional repression activity (Kuchin et al. 1995) . We confirmed this result and found that HcycC is unable to complement the aberrant mitotic expression of a spo13-lacZ reporter gene in a cyclin C mutant host ( Figure 7B ). We next tested the H 2 O 2 sensitivity of the cyclin C mutant strain expressing HcycC, the yeast cyclin C, or the vector control. As described in Figure 4A , the cycCD mutant transformed with the vector control displayed enhanced resistance to 0.6 mm H 2 O 2 compared to the strain expressing the wild-type cyclin C ( Figure 7C ). Interestingly, expression of HcycC restored wild-type H 2 O 2 sensitivity to the cycCD mutant strain. These results indicate that HcycC is able to complement the H 2 O 2 resistance phenotype of cycCD strains but not the loss of transcriptional repression. When combined with the cdk8D slt2D doublemutant experiments, these results suggest that cyclin C controls H 2 O 2 sensitivity by a mechanism that is independent of its transcriptional repression function. In addition, the function of cyclin C in the cellular response to ROS appears to be conserved between the yeast and human proteins.
DISCUSSION
In mammalian cells, MAP kinase signal transduction pathways generally have been described as either prosurvival (e.g., ERK1/2) or pro-apoptotic (e.g., JNK and p38) in overall function (reviewed in Xia et al. 1995; Weston and Davis 2002) . This study describes a prosurvival role for the Slt2/Mpk1 MAP kinase pathway following oxidative stress. Specifically, ROS-induced cell death is enhanced in strains mutant for the Slt2p. The increased cell death correlates well with elevated doublestrand breaks as determined by TUNEL assays and nuclear fragmentation characteristic of PCD. Our results indicate that Slt2p-mediated protection from ROS is mediated through cyclin C destruction. First, the Slt2p MAPK cascade is required for cyclin C destruction in response to H 2 O 2 treatment while ectopic activation of this pathway triggers cyclin degradation in the absence of stress. Second, deleting cyclin C suppresses the H 2 O 2 hypersensitivity and elevated PCD associated with slt2 mutations. Surprisingly, two results suggest that cyclin C regulates the oxidative stress response independently of its role of a transcriptional repressor. First, deleting CDK8, the kinase activated by cyclin C, does not suppress the slt2 hypersensitivity phenotype. In addition, the human cyclin C, which does not repress transcription in yeast, is still able to regulate the ROS response. These findings indicate a new role for cyclin C in the control of the oxidative stress response that may be conserved from yeast to humans.
This study found that ROS-induced destruction of cyclin C is mediated by Slt2p. However, Slt2p is not required for heat-shock-induced destruction of cyclin C even though this MAP kinase cascade is activated by elevated temperatures (Kamada et al. 1995) . One possibility is that heat shock activates additional pathways that target the two other elements (destruction box, PEST) involved for heat-induced destruction (Cooper et al. 1997) . The presence of parallel pathways could therefore mask the degradation defect in slt2 mutants. However, this explanation may be too simplistic. We demonstrate that Slt2p targets cyclin C for destruction through the region defined by the A110V mutation. However, mutating A110 partially stabilizes cyclin C following heat shock (Cooper et al. 1997) , indicating that this domain is involved in mediating the heat-shock response. One possibility is that heat shock utilizes another MAP kinase or one in combination with Slt2p. We have tested the other stress-responsive MAP kinase Hog1p, both alone and in combination with Slt2p, for its requirement for heat-shock-induced destruction of The aberrant vegetative expression of the meiosis-specific spo13-lacZ reporter gene was analyzed in a cycCD mutant strain harboring the vector control, the yeast cyclin C expression plasmid (pLR101), or the human HcycC-expressing plasmid (pKC409). Plate assays indicating lacZ expression by cleavage of 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indole-b-d-galactoyranosidase (X-gal) of two independent transformants are depicted. (C) H 2 O 2 sensitivity assays were conducted as described in Figure  3 with the strains indicated in B except that the first dilution in the series was spotted onto medium containing different amounts of H 2 O 2 as indicated. The plates were incubated for 3 days at 23°and then photographed. cyclin C. Again, cyclin C destruction was not affected (our unpublished observations). These results suggest the existence of independent mechanisms that target the A110 region in response to heat shock or oxidative stress.
Two single amino acid substitutions (A110V or E170K) that exhibit similar phenotypes with respect to cyclin C regulation were identified. Both substitutions partially stabilize cyclin C following heat shock (Cooper et al. 1997) but completely protect cyclin C from ROS-induced degradation . Normally, destruction elements mediating regulated proteolysis are characterized by relatively short, continuous regions (e.g., destruction box, KEN box, PEST regions). However, neither A110 nor E170 are part of a consensus destruction element motif. In addition, these residues are 60 amino acids apart on the basis of the primary sequence. This result suggested the existence of either a large destruction element or perhaps several smaller units. To gain insight into this issue, the cyclin C-Cdk8p complex was modeled against the known crystal structure of human cyclin A-Cdk2 (see materials and methods for details). The resulting model placed A110 and E170 within the cyclin box domain but not in direct contact with Cdk8p ( Figure 4B ). This prediction is consistent with functional studies that found that the A110V substitution did not affect either cyclin C repression activity (Cooper et al. 1997) or its ability to interact with Cdk8p . More importantly, this model predicts that E170 lies adjacent to A110 (arrows, Figure 4B ) suggesting that the two residues form a new interaction surface that is a target of stress-responsive signaling pathways. In addition, previous studies have demonstrated that the A110V mutation also partially stabilizes cyclin C during meiosis (Cooper et al. 1997) . Therefore, we propose that this domain, which we will refer to as a stress-meiosis activated degron (S-M degron), is at the intersection of two highly conserved signaling pathways. Additional studies are required to precisely define the boundaries of this domain. However, unlike other destruction elements, a minimal functioning element may be identified only through the use of three-dimensional models.
The association of cyclin C with the RNA polymerase II holoenzyme suggests a direct connection between the Slt2p MAP kinase cascade and the transcriptional machinery. The localization of the Hog1p MAP kinase to promoters has been well documented (Alepuz et al. 2003) . In addition, a common mechanism to trigger the destruction of a protein is through phosphorylation. For example, G1 cyclins are all targeted for degradation by modification by the Cdc28p kinase (Lanker et al. 1996) . The requirement of MAP kinase cascade for cyclin C destruction could suggest a similar triggering mechanism. However, the yeast cyclin C contains only one SerPro motif consistent with a MAP kinase recognition site. Deleting this region does not affect cyclin destruction. Therefore, it appears more likely that the MAP kinase cascade recognizes an intermediate that in turn targets cyclin C for destruction. We previously identified a protein (Ask10p) that associates with cyclin C and is phosphorylated in response to oxidative stress (Cohen et al. 2003) . However, Ask10p has only a partial role in mediating cyclin C destruction, suggesting the presence of additional regulatory pathways that connect Slt2p to the cyclin C-Cdk8p-containing RNA polymerase II holoenzyme.
This study demonstrates that deleting cyclin C suppresses the H 2 O 2 hypersensitivity of slt2D mutant strains. Strains lacking cyclin C derepress many stress response genes, including chaperones and antioxidants (Cooper et al. 1997 Holstege et al. 1998) . The induction of stress response genes in turn may protect the cell from the damage caused by reactive oxygen species. This type of response may be similar to the acquired stress tolerance observed when cells are subjected to mild stress prior to exposure to acute toxic conditions (Lindquist and Kim 1996) . Consistent with this possibility, increased heat-shock protein expression promotes resistance to apoptosis (Samali and Cotter 1996) . However, we were surprised that deleting CDK8 did not suppress the slt2D H 2 O 2 hypersensitivity as the function of cyclin C and Cdk8p have always been linked. These results suggest two possibilities. First, cyclin C may be able to activate another Cdk that can substitute for Cdk8p. The human cyclin C is able to bind and activate Cdk3 in addition to Cdk8 (Ren and Rollins 2004) . In yeast, the Cdk Pho85p represents the best possibility for an alternative partner for cyclin C. Similar to Cdk8p, it is not essential for growth, responds to environmental signals, and regulates transcription (Toh-e et al. 1988; Hirst et al. 1994; Kaffman et al. 1994) . However, no interaction, genetic or physical, has been observed between cyclin C and Pho85p. An alternative model posits that cyclin C performs a role in the H 2 O 2 response that is independent of its transcriptional repressor function. In support of this possibility, we found that the human cyclin C, which has not been found to control transcription in yeast, still regulates the ROS response. In addition, we have found that cyclin C is exported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm prior to its destruction (our unpublished results). Therefore, one model consistent with these data is that cyclin C controls the ROS response outside of the nucleus through a mechanism independent of transcriptional regulation.
Our findings indicate that cells lacking cyclin C are resistant to H 2 O 2 -induced PCD. This finding begs the question of why retain cyclin C throughout evolution if the cell has a selective advantage without it? A recent study found a modest growth defect in a cyclin C mutant compared to wild type (Deutschbauer et al. 2005) . However, we observed one to two orders of magnitude difference in cyclin C mutant resistance to H 2 O 2 compared to wild type. A recent study argued that altruism within a colony could explain the evolutionary advantage for PCD in single-cell organisms. In this report (Fabrizio et al. 2004) , massive ROS-dependent cell death was reported in old colonies grown under laboratory or field conditions. Those few survivors within the colony live off the nutrients derived from the dying cells and undergo genetic alterations that may produce a more fit clonal population. This is consistent with the finding that PCD occurs within the center of the colony in acid-stressed cells, thus providing a nutrient pool for younger, perhaps fitter cells on the colony periphery (Vachova and Palkova 2005) . Therefore, preventing cells from undergoing PCD under these adverse conditions would inhibit this type of selective process, perhaps reducing the fitness of the organism as a whole. However, resistance to ROS-induced cell death could have other manifestations. The HcycC maps to 6q21, a region that is deleted in many tumor types, including breast (Siezinger et al. 1991) and high-grade non-Hodgkin's lymphomas (Offit et al. 1993) . In addition, cytogenetic loss of 6q21 is a frequent occurrence in non-small-cell lung cancer (Testa et al. 1994 ) and malignant mesotheliomas (Taguchi et al. 1993) . Therefore, it is interesting to speculate that a similar antiapoptotic phenotype may be associated with loss of HcycC making the tumor less susceptible to chemotherapeutic agents designed to trigger programmed cell death.
